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ABSTRACT
[english]
This work is result of three years of my study at the Architecture and Spatial Planning
Faculty.
The title of my work is: “the Villa”; although this building is not one of the giant ones,
however it represents in the best way what we call “Architecture”.
Villa is an artistic and architectonic sculpture, serving vital pleasure of the human.

[albanian]
Ky punim është rezultat i studimit tim tre vjecar në Fakultetin e Arkitekturës dhe
Planifikimit Hapësinor.
Titulli i punimit tim është : “Villa”; ndonëse ky objekt nuk është prej atyre objekteve
gjigante, prap se prap është objekt i cili më së miri përfaqëson atë se çka ne quajmë
“Arkitekturë” .
Villa është një skulpturë artistike dhe arkitektonike në shërbim të kënaqësisë jetësore të
njeriut.
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INTRODUCTION

In this work we are going to have a stroll in exploring the villas especially the villa that I
have constructed .We’ll start with the History of villa, in order to show the true social and
monumental importance these buildings have, and we also see that they were with
thousands of years desired by people.
-After the History, come urban elements such are: situation (position in map), visualties,
city connections etc.
The most important of this exploration is architectural part.
The main architectonic element of the villa are its form, function, materials, interior and
construction.
I have tried to explain this villa with a little words, but meaningful words, and with a lot
of works (graphical presentations) because the drawings are the right language of
architects.
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The History of (luxurious) Housing
Villas have a long history in humanity, as they dated since the times of Ancient
Mesopotamia or even earlier.
They were build in Babylonian, Egyptian and other civilizations, as well as in Ancient
Greece, and Ancient Rome. The majority of facts are from Roman periods when
Architecture was flourishing, and it was one of the qualities of this empire ( look, fig. 1. )

Fig.1. Roman villas
During the Middle Ages this type of housing was almost forgotten, except for the
Kingdom Palaces in Middle Age Europe and Andalusia Spain we do not find any
luxurious housing.
The Luxurious Housing reappears and sees its revival during the Renaissance.
The roots of the kind of Architecture are found in Florence, precisely in Medici palace,
Palace Pitti and Villa Rotonda in Venetia.
Enhanced development of Villa in Architecture began in Neo-Classical Era, where it can
be mentioned : Chiswich House (London), Thomas Jefferson House from arch.
Monticello, in Virgin (America), which was build in 1806 and is one of the buildings that
have most historical values in Americas Statehood.
Also in the beginnings of modern architecture we find that modern architects use Villas
to manifest the modernism in architecture, among them we may mention Villa Savoye e
Le Corbusier, Falling Water e Frank Wright etc.
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SIDE PLAN

The city of Mitrovica since the end of War in Kosovo has seen less development in
comparison to other cities of Kosovo.

Fig 2 Map of Kosovo

Nevertheless, the Municipality has done some work and presented an exhibition with the
pictures that show how Mitrovica shall look in future.
“Mitrovica steps forward” is the slogan on the Municipality Building wall. There are
exposed planning and design drawings for constructing 3 Boulevards, Botanic Park, City
Park, Iber River Side and the Artificial Lake that will be constructed in Mitrovica
The Villas are planned to be built on the coast of this Lake near the Iber River, as above
mentioned.
The Lake extends on the longitudinal axis East-West, therefore it’s has South and North
coasts, facing one another.
I have placed Villas on the North coast, facing the South; this coast has different levels of
slopes, what gives us the chance to use the terraced architecture and planning, while
respecting bioclimatic parameters of the project. Villas are planned to be placed along the
coast with entrance from the north side, towards a street that will be constructed; while
most of the Villas openings have to be towards the south, in order to receive as many rays
of sunlight and to see amazing views that the Lake may have.
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Site Plan
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ARCHITECTURE

- IDEA Inhabiting in Villa is a dream of every one who considers himself rich; while the idea to
design a Villa near the lake came when I thought to respond to the love that most people
have for the lakes, rivers, and seas, designing a Villa for their family, means not only to
have a lake side view, but even to feel and enjoy the lake in continuity while living close
to it.
What is the benefit of building the Villa miles away from the lake, and you need to walk
to it, when you can build it closer to the lake and you can live together with it, you can
‘hear’ and feel its silence while living there

1.st SKETCHES
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- FUNCTION -

Observing the floor plans we see that living, eating, recreational and working spaces
(rooms) are separated from sleeping rooms.
In the basement level we mainly have technical spaces and recreational spaces: it is
important to be mentioned living recreational space enriched with pool and way out to the
terrace which extends above the lake water. The basement level has 244.354 m2.

One enters the Villa from the ground level where are placed the Stairs and the Gallery in
Great Entrance Hall.
The Living Room in South side is 30 cm from the level ± 0,000, it is furnished with
furnace and the whole south view is with glass opening to the terrace. The ground level
has 278.371 m2.

The gallery makes physical separation between two Halls; the living room’s hall and
sleeping room’s and bathroom’s hall. Special position is given to the main sleeping room
which has all the visual advantages that living room in ground level has.
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GROUND LEVEL

BASEMENT LEVEL
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- CONSTRUCTION -

Holding construction of the building is made of concrete, respectively the skeletal system
has been used.
The Basement is base plate with 40 cm thickness.
It has several cascades (stepwise) intending to respond to the terrain slopes.
In vicinity to the water border we have a deep stripe basement because of ground
humidity and its instability.
The mid floor plan is of concrete with thickness 20 cm, and it is supported by columns.
The roof is also constructed of concrete in the shape of broken plate ; above this plate are
secondary constructions of wood and necessary isolated layers and those for collecting
waters.
The building reaches the right constructive rigidity thanks to the holding wall of concrete
that forms the Gallery in the centre of the building.
The material levels under the basement , around the walls, plates and shelters, respond to
the needs for water resistance and need for thermal isolation and not the formation of
thermic bridges.
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SECTIONS
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DETAILS

A.

B.

C.

Planed detail
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FORM

Clear forms are compatible for the housing buildings especially when they reappear many
times, even though they are simple in their composition, with each other they reach the
proper importance.

Villa has a cubic form, transparent from its south side while it is closed from its north
side; with wide terraces from south attached with wooden columns of made of Bamboo,
in order to give us the effect as they are standing on the space, with a very little hold up,
and like it is living in symbiosis with the Nature.
The roof is deflected in the center, where the waters are to be collected; while the whole
shelter of the roof is surrounded with the glass façade, it gives us the effect like the roof
stands without support.
All of these things mentioned above, such are the use of geometric forms, play with
materials and achievement of different visual effect, are of the essential elements of
modern and descriptive architecture.
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East Facade

North Facade

West Facade

South Facade
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Perspective
(3D views)
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- MATERIALS -

Different materials from wild nature have been used, such are: stones for the walls,
wooden planks for façade, Bamboo for the columns; in combination with solid and
transparent materials such are: aluminum and glass.
The use of solid materials has created a contrast with amorphous materials in order each
material to show its beauty and quality.
I have to mention especially the use of Bamboo, which because of its geometric qualities
(straight form without deviations) water resistant and exotic effect, has made Villa very
beautiful and pleasant.

- INTERIOR The essence of interior formation was that inhabitants of villa can have the feeling of
nature; we have achieved this with great transparent walls.
Increased ceiling height, decreased floor level and putting the chimney furnace in front in
living room, gives us the result of main room greatness.
The materials used in interior are mainly transparent glass, floor made of bamboo,
ceilings, flat white walls, chimney of furnace and façade from tables of stone.
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Bioclimatic Planning
Villas heating is provided a combination of active solar heating system, passive solar
heating system and classical system with using burning materials.

- Active Solar heating SystemFrom the south side the buildings are equipped with solar collectors.
Today there is a great improvement of solar collectors production with convert the sun
energy to heating energy working with the
principals of black body.
Black body inserted in transparent protector,
warms by absorbing sunlight and then it
transports this heating energy to the spaces
that have to be heated.

Fig. 3. Collector section

The transport is through intermediate material that could be liquid or gas. The use of
these equipment enables partial or complete energetic independence of housing buildings,
without continuous expenses and environment pollution.

- Passive Solar heating System From the north side a part of building is inserted into the ground.
Energy saving and rational use of it are the main and the most important duties of
architects that take in consideration today’s energetic crisis, as well as using the energy
sources form the nature without negative transmission to our ecology.
It is so real that solar energy is stored in our planet, one of the biggest stores of it is the
ground.
By partial insertion of our buildings to the ground (precisely of the northern part) we
enable the building to absorb the heating from the ground, that has stored this heating
during the warm seasons of the year, and the opposite happens during summer, when
building need freshness, ground enables building cooling, because ground has stored
freshness from the winter.
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CONCLUSION

After this description of my work, I may conclude it with these words:
In this Villa you would have pleasure and comfort you have always dreamed, away from
the every day’s traffic noise of the city. One could have beautiful noiseless full of joy
moments with his family.

This is a healthy vital environment for inhabitants living there.

“Nowadays it is so easy to find a place for rest”
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